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WHAT IS REST?

u REST is native to all programming languages. Unlike SQL access, there are no special 
drivers to install and maintain, or complicated, proprietary networking to wrestle 
with. REST is totally based on Internet technologies, in particular HTTP, which all 
programming languages support today.

u REST is an architectural style, not a standard



REST API’S

u API is a code that enables different systems to interact with each other programmatically

u A RESTful API is an API that uses HTTP requests to GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data.

u A RESTful API breaks down a transaction to create a series of small modules. Each module 
addresses a particular underlying part of the transaction.

u REST APIs focus on resources (that is, things, rather than actions) and ways to access the 
resources.



REST API’S (TERMINOLOGIES)

u Resource is an object or representation of something, which has some associated data 
with it and there can be set of methods to operate on it. e.g. Animal, school and 
employee are resources and delete, add, update are the operations to be performed 
on these resources. Resources are typically different types of information

u Collections are set of resources, e.g Companies is the collection of Company resource.

u URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is a path through which a resource can be located and 
some actions can be performed on it. Resources

Nouns Unconstrained

Methods
Verbs Constrained

Representations
Hyper Linked Constrained



REST API’S METHODS

REST CRUD SQL But …

GET Read SELECT Keep it safe. Make sure there are 
no side effects

POST Create INSERT Also for other non-safe, 
non-repeatable changes

PUT Update 
or 
Create

UPDATE or 
INSERT

Keep it repeatable with same 
results (idempotent)

DELETE Delete DELETE Keep it repeatable with same 
results (idempotent)



REST MODELING - HOW TO DESIGN A RESTFUL API

u Its different from: 
• Object modeling 

• Entity Relationship modeling

u Resources are the key abstraction
u Start by identifying the resources
u Similar to thinking about entities but...

• Resources are not result sets (rows and columns)

• They are “documents”



REST MODELING

u Use Human Readable (not necessary but it helps)
u Use the query part appropriately

• Use to search, filter, or possibly specify a mode

• Identification of the resource is better in the path

u(preferred) http://example.com/orders/100234
uhttp://example.com/orders?id=100234

u Don’t make them verbs!
• (bad) http://example.com/accounts/addaccount



WHAT IS ORDS?

u Oracle REST Data Services (ORDS) is a powerful Java application/tool that enables 
developers with database skills to develop REST APIs for the Oracle Database, the 
Oracle Database 12c JSON Document store, and the Oracle NoSQL Database. 

u Any application developer can use these APIs from any language environment, without 
installing and maintaining client drivers



HOW DOES ORACLE REST DATA SERVICES (ORDS) WORKS?

u ORDS provides tools for automatically generating basic data access ‘REST APIs’ for individual 
tables and views and manually generating more advanced APIs, e.g., for executing stored 
procedures and for accessing nested data in multiple tables.



ORDS AND PARAMETERS

u ORDS pass parameters in and out to SQL and PL/SQL handlers in REST calls like GET, PUT, 
POST and DELETE

u ORDS enables both in and out parameters to be passed within the body of some REST calls 
such as POST and PUT, in the URIs as query strings and in HTTP headers.



ARCHITECTURE ORACLE REST DATA SERVICES (ORDS)

u J2EE Application

u No Oracle Home required

u Supported deployments
u Weblogic

u Glassfish

u Apache Tomcat

u Standalone – For development



WHY USING API FOR APEX AND DATABASE?

u There are 6 key constraints to think about when considering whether a RESTful API is 
the right type of API for your needs:



THE 6 KEY CONSTRAINTS

u Client-Server: This constraint operates on the concept that the client and the server should 
be separate from each other and allowed to evolve individually.

u Stateless: REST APIs are stateless, meaning that calls can be made independently of one 
another, and each call contains all of the data necessary to complete itself successfully.

u Cache: Because a stateless API can increase request overhead by handling large loads of 
incoming and outbound calls, a REST API should be designed to encourage the storage of 
cacheable data.

u Uniform Interface: The key to the decoupling client from server is having a uniform 
interface that allows independent evolution of the application without having the 
application’s services, or models and actions, tightly coupled to the API layer itself.

u Layered System: REST APIs have different layers of their architecture working together to 
build a hierarchy that helps create a more scalable and modular application.

u Code on Demand: Code on Demand allows for code or applets to be transmitted via the API 
for use within the application. 



ORDS WEB SERVICE STRUCTURE
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ORDS WEB SERVICE STRUCTURE
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Example: Login package



CAN YOU SECURE ORDS API’S?

u Secure with custom Login (database based uses)

u Secure with OAuth2



API DOCUMENTATION



API DOCUMENTATION



OAUTH2



Demo



o http response code 500? Check your query.
o Build debug during development by defining response code

Tips and tricks




